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	Deep_Need: Justice. You've experienced and seen so much unpunished wrong during your time on earth
	Situational_Need 1: 
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	Gaes_Faction_Type 1: [Craving]
	Gaes_Faction_Description 1: Close Encounters
	Gaes_Faction_Type 2: [Bane]
	Gaes_Faction_Description 2: Wave Cancellation
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	Gaes_Family_Description 2: Illumination
	Gaes_Personal_Type: [Obligation]
	Gaes_Personal_Description: Elementary My Dear Watson
	Name: Morgan Ret
	Title: 2 of Diamonds, Citizen
	Conspiracy: Lucifera
	Faction: Travelers
	Family: Ret
	Tulpa: Intergalactic Super Spy
	Arts: Enhanced Senses (X-Ray Vision)You have a number of heightened senses equal to the highest rank Wisdom art you know. With enhanced hearing, you could listen to and understand the other side of a telephone conversation from across the room. With enhanced touch, you could feel the footsteps of a group of people a block away. When using an enhanced sense to perceive something that might be difficult for a normal person, you automatically succeed. If the director feels it would be difficult even given the enhanced sense and a dramatic action is required, you gain two ranks of advantage on the check.Instead of heightening one of the normal five senses, Travelers can develop non- standard human senses. Infrared, ultraviolet, electroreception, echolocation, and magnetic sensitivity are all examples of unusual senses a Traveler can develop.Sheep’s SkinYou blend in and seem to belong wherever you happen to be. No matter how outrageous your appearance or how inappropriate it would be for you to be in a place, those with membership or authority recognize you as one of their own. If asked later, the people who you moved amongst or talked with will have no memory of you standing out or being different. Sheep Skin does nothing to protect you from upsetting or provoking others if you break expected social norms. The illusion of Sheep Skin breaks if you or another intentionally draws attention to your “otherness.”Khan’s InstinctsYou are immediately familiar with the presence of power and competence.By concentrating, you know if a creature is more capable than they appear and roughly how formidable they are in comparison to yourself. By making a depletion check, you can size up a creature to determine the rank or step value for any number of its statistics equal to your highest rank in a Victory art.
	Faction Benefits: Networks. A Traveler can ask for a piece of sensitive information from the Traveler Intelligence Network as many times for free as their rank per season. After that, they are expected to do a service or provide new intelligence in exchange. When a Traveler needs equipment, resources, or shelter, they may requisition it from the church. If the request is reasonable, and sometimes when it’s not but can be justified anyway, the resource network will provide the requested funds or equipment. They have two steps of advantage on resource dramatic challenges that the director agrees the church would approve.
	Geasa: Craving: Close Encounters. To interface with a human who strongly expresses a resonance that they need to remain tethered to earth’s space time. This interfacing usually requires physical contact and is inherently personal. This psychic resonance can be generated in many ways but is most often associated with strong emotions, such as feelings of peace or love. If the resonance the human is expressing matches one of the Traveler’s tulpa domains, it satiates them for [11 – balance] days.Bane: Wave Cancellation. Locations and people that very strongly resonate opposite to their tulpa erode their tether to this time-space. For every hour spent in a negative location, they lose a day from satiation of their craving.Metamorphosis: E.T. Physique. The Ret become waif-like and frail as their tulpa grows in strength. They suffer handicap to Tough approaches involving resisting physical harm.Craving: Illumination. For knowledge and understanding. A Ret’s curiosity is mandatory. They must dedicate time and energy every day to discovering something new, whether that be learning a skill, researching new knowledge, or uncovering secrets. A novel revelation satiates the Ret for [11 – balance] days.Obligation: Elementary My Dear Watson. To finish uncovering a secret or piece of knowledge once you've committed to finding it.


